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Abstract
In the context of a large collection of multimedia documents, creating
links between documents or scenes can help to organize the collection.
For TV series, this organization can be achieved by means of narrative
structure extraction through scene linking. Narrative characteristics
such as speaking characters, entity mentions and theme can be used
to characterize scenes. The linking of scenes can be between scenes
inside an episode, between scenes in di↵erent episodes and/or in
di↵erent seasons, since stories in TV series progress at di↵erent level
of granularity. In this work, we have annotated the links between
the scenes of the first two seasons of the TV series Game of Thrones,
using predefined stories and sub stories. We have also automatically
extracted the narrative characteristics of each scene. The dataset is
composed by 444 scenes, involving 154 speaking character organized
in 46 stories divided into 151 sub stories and 5 sub sub-stories.

1

Introduction

Organization of large multimedia collections can be done by means of scenes/documents linking. For example
[BV S + 17] used cross modal approaches to link target videos to an anchor in a collection of archived multimedia
documents and were able to extract common patterns between target video and the anchor. In the context of
TV series, organizing a large and complicated TV series, Game of thrones for example, as a collection of scenes
is a way of understanding its narratives.
The creation and di↵usion of manual annotations for scene linking, even though difficult and time consuming, is necessary to evaluate automatic techniques and allow reproducible research. Some few works like
[GLV14, Pro10, EF19] have been done on narrative structure annotations in folk tales, for example Propp’s
folktales [Pro10] and french folktales [GLV14]. However, to our knowledge, there is no publicly available
annotated dataset of scene linking for narrative structure extraction of TV series or more generally for
multimedia collections.
In this paper, we present a new dataset composed by the annotation for the two first seasons of Game
of Thrones for scene linking with respect to narrative structure and the annotation of most reportable scene
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(MRS), i.e. scenes that bring a drastic change on the lives of characters and a story change. They are key scenes
to make connection of other scenes. The dataset (annotation + automatic characterization of scenes) is made
publicly available in order to allow reproducible research.
Our paper is organized as follows. First, we present the background studies and data for narrative TV series
and books in Section 2. Then, Section 3 describes scene linking annotation and its importance for narrative
structure extraction. In Section 4, we introduce scene characterization with respect to narrative elements. Then,
the data description is discussed in Section 5 and we conclude our paper in Section 6.

2

Background

Since 1970s, narratives and story telling has been investigated in validating scientific methods in the field of
artificial intelligence for understanding and evaluating human cognition theories [Var17, AS90]. The field of
computational narrative links the daily human activities (narratives) and the computing world (machines computations) by analyzing and modelling narratives, narrative understanding and machine readable representation
of narratives with a purpose of enabling computers to tell a story.
Narrative elements annotation of a narrative document is a very time consuming task. [LCW + 17, EF19]
have worked on the annotation of narrative elements of short stories in two di↵erent ways; [LCW + 17]
produced a guide line for directly annotating the narrative structure based on Freytag’s [Fre90] pyramid, and
[EF19] provided a guideline for narrative characteristics annotation to collect human judgements on narrative
characteristics. Garcia-Fernandez et al. [GLV14] proposed digitization and annotation of a tales corpus from
narrative point of view (the only French tales corpus available) and classified it according to the Aarne &
Thompson narrative classification.
Multimedia hyperlinking – a way to navigate information in videos by jumping from one video to another – has been studied by many people [BGJ + 17, BV S + 17, BDG18, CSR18] using di↵erent techniques.
[BGP + 15, OAB15, KM16, AF M + 16, BGJ + 17] have designed some linking categories or typologies for multimedia hyperlinking and build graph for easily exploring news or links. Kim et al. [KM16] used narrative theory
as a framework to identify the links between social media content. [OAB15] presented a video hyperlinking
based on named entity identification.
In TV series, scenes can be linked using the concept of multimedia hyperlinking [KM16, ESB12, BGJ + 17,
CSR18] which can be used to tie di↵erent videos together and recreate one whole narrative.

3

Scene linking annotation

A link, as in scene linking, is the relevance between two or more scenes according to the story and the
narrative elements they share. Linking scenes from the same episode or from di↵erent episodes, and continuing
this chain of links until the last episode of a TV series, can capture the narrative structure of the whole TV series.
Before, we start scene linking annotation, stories and sub stories of the TV series are defined based on the
main characters’ stories and the story of the overall Game of Thrones TV series. A scene can start by a story
or a sub-story, for example a scene of Jon Snow’s (character in Game of Thrones) story starts with ”Jon Snow
going to the wall” which is a sub-story of ”Jon Snow as Lord Commander”. A scene is assigned to one or more
stories and can have many sub stories inside the assigned stories depending on the theme of the story that the
scene focuses on.
Our scene linking annotation is performed in two steps. First, current scene is linked to the most related
scenes that come before it. One scene might be linked to more than 1 scene. For example, a scene (S3) may
starts with an event or story that is linked to a scene (S2) and it may also focus on an event or story that is in
another scene (S1). Therefore S3 is linked to both S2 and S1 but there may not be a link between S2 and S1.
Second, a story title is given for each scene, based on the predefined stories and sub-stories. As for the stories,
manually annotated stories can have up to three levels of granularity. The given stories are used as linking
category. A linking category is a title given to link two or more scenes according to a story assigned. When we
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think of automatic assignment of story title to a scene, a linking category may be seen as a cluster name that
group related scenes together.
Furthermore, in each story, we have also annotated the most reportable scenes (MRS), i.e. the scenes that
bring a major change to a story or a situation inside a scene.

4

Semi-automatic scene characterization

The process of scene linking annotation is time consuming and ambiguous in a sense of assigning stories to
a scene. Therefore, an automatic tool that can characterize a scene to make the links between them is vital.
Annotating a scene with narrative characteristics helps to create a link between scenes with respect to narrative
structure specially in case of complicated TV series. Thus we have designed a method to automatically
characterize a scene. The whole process is discussed as follows.
Before scene characterization, data of each episode need to be prepared. Therefore, video episodes are
extracted from DVDs of the TV series with their respected audio and subtitles in many di↵erent languages
(e.g. French, English, German, Czech and Spanish, Polish and Hungarian). Manual transcripts of episodes are
scraped from di↵erent websites and fan pages of TV series with the speaking character names for each line of
the transcripts. Speaking character names are normalized to the characters’ list found in IMDB1 by adding ” ”
instead of space and change all letters to lower case. Finally, forced-alignment of transcripts is performed using
LIMSI text-to-audio alignment tool [GLA02] with the audio files extracted automatically. At this step we have
the timing of each word in an episode.
Shot segmentation is performed based on shot boundary detection (SBD) algorithm implemented in the
open-source Pyannote-Video toolkit [Bre15], which is based on displaced frame di↵erences (DFF) and uses
landmark features of the frames. Scene segmentation is performed based on grouping of adjacent shots and
relying on a combination of multimodal neural features using our previous work [BBG19]. In this work, we
define a scene as a set of contiguous shots which are connected by a central concept or theme. The method
detects shot boundaries and compute visual features of each shot using VGG16 pretrained model provided by
[SZ14] to extract deep visual features for each frame and embed each speech (text) inside a shot boundary using
word2vec model built on subtitles and books of Game of Thrones and the temporal information of each shot
is augmented. After the features are computed a shot clustering is performed and each shot is grouped into a
cluster and then a sequence grouping algorithm is used to regroup adjacent shots together to form a scene segment.
Finally, each scene is represented by its narrative characteristics or elements. The narrative elements are
characters (speaking characters and characters mentioned in the conversation inside a scene), entity mentions
(locations and organizations) and the theme of the scene. Figure 1 depicts the characterization of a scene and
the way it is computed is described in Section 4.1.
4.1

Automatic scene characterization

In order to automatically represent the semantic content of a collection of short documents (in this case, scenes),
vector representation of words and documents (word2vec and doc2vec respectively), term frequencyinverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) are among the most famous and e↵ective
methods. Considering the narrative elements, the automatic scene characterization is done as follows:
First, we extracted the speaking characters (from manually annotated transcripts) and the entities that are
involved in a scene. Transcripts with their speaking character names are scraped and the names are normalized
to our standard character naming, since the transcripts come from di↵erent websites that can use di↵erent
naming of characters. E.g. a character nick named ”little finger” is normalized to ”petyr baelish”. There are
154 speaking characters in the first two season of Game of Thrones.
Since any situation or events evolve around characters or entities, identifying entities will serve as a
connection-link between scenes that have the same events or situations based on the common mentioned entities.
1 https://www.imdb.com/list/ls068919538/
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Figure 1: Scene Characterization
State of the art neural based named entity recognition (NER) called Flair [ABV18] is used to extract name
mentions in the dialogues of each scene. The Flair NER technique performs better than Stanford CoreNLP in
detecting entities with longer names, for example titles like ’Robert of the House Baratheon’ are detected by
Flair but not by CoreNLP.
Then, the main keywords that can represent the theme inside a scene are extracted. TF-IDF is used to
extract the 10 most representative keywords from scene text, since it is the simplest and efficient method for
extracting keywords and capture the importance of a word from a short text. The first five seasons of Game
of Thrones is used as the documents collection, using scene as documents. The document collection is then
composed by 1018 scenes and 92970 words. If a scene has less than 10 words then all the words are assumed as
the keywords of a scene.
Nevertheless, TF-IDF keyword extraction method may not captures words which are synonyms, therefore
we added a topic model to assign a topic, which may capture the main theme, for each scene. To this end,
the topic of each scene is extracted so that we can relate the topic of a scene with another. We used Latent
Dirichlet Algorithm (LDA), to assign each scene to one topic (the one associated with the highest membership
or probability value) by using all the TV series as the corpus and scenes as documents.
Finally, a document to vector (Doc2Vec) embedding is used to represent the scenes’ transcript. Each scene
is treated as a document and is represented by a vector using Doc2Vec [LM14]. The embeddings of each scene
have a vectors size of 100 values. This Doc2Vec representation of scenes’ transcript can then be used to compute
the semantic similarity of scenes, considering that scenes that talk about the same stories have a high content
similarity.

5

Description of the annotation

Our data focused on the Game of Throne TV series which is one of the most complicated and popular TV
series. It is complex due to the number of stories, and the number of characters and their intertwined stories.
We have annotated2 the first 2 seasons of Game of Thrones by assigning stories from predefined stories for the
purpose of linking scenes, though almost all stories try to converge into one story. The annotation is performed
by one annotator and it took around one hour and thirty minutes per episode. The annotated dataset have 444
scenes3 with 46 main stories and 151 sub-stories. The largest story is composed of 76 scenes and the smallest
only of 1 scene. The main stories have a maximum of 11 sub stories and 1 minimum sub-story. The sub-stories
2 https://github.com/aman-berhe/Game-of-Thrones-Dataset
3 Scenes

that do not contain speech are ignored in the characterization step (87 scenes).
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increase as we continue to the seasons of Game of Thrones and some new stories are also created. Figure 2
illustrates the average number of stories (resp. sub-stories) per scene, while Figure 3 shows the average number
of speaking characters per scene. Most of the scenes contain only 2 speaking characters. The maximum number
of speaking characters in a scene is 8 and the minimum is 14 .

Figure 2: The average number of stories and sub stories per scene

Figure 3: The average number of speaking characters per scene
For the two seasons of Game of Thrones, the dataset has 444 scenes with an average scene length of 123.23
seconds, a total of 92970 words and 70 most reportable scenes (MRS). Story wise, the dataset has 197 predefined
stories (main stories and sub stories). In average, there are 3 MRS per story.

6

Conclusion

Scene linking as a way to construct the narrative structure is a good way of representing a very complicated
and long connected stories, in TV series or other similar documents. The complication in TV series is that all
scene stories feed to the main story of the TV series.
As the manual annotation is quite difficult and time consuming, a more complicated automatic annotation
can be achieved for better scene characterization and linking besides what we have proposed.
Clustering techniques can be used on the dataset for creating links between scenes. Thus, soft or fuzzy
clustering can group an element of the document in more than one cluster. And in case of scenes, fuzzy
clustering can group a scene in multiple clusters which in turn can capture the membership of a scene to
multiple stories. Additionally, most repeatable scene (MRS) can be used as a connection center for scene that
come before and after the MRS.
4 Unknown

characters, for example ”soldier#1” are removed, as they have no value for scene linking.
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In the near future we plan to work on automatic MRS detection and fuzzy clustering of scenes. Di↵erent ways
of document to vector representations can also be used to represent the scenes’ text, rather than just Doc2Vec
model.
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